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Abstract

We present a temporal debugger, capable of examin-
ing time ow of soft real-time applications. The de-
bugger is attached to a simulator modelling an entire
workstation in suÆcient detail to run commodity op-
erating systems and workloads. Whereas traditional
debuggers need to interfere with program execution,
thereby changing the temporal behaviour, a debugger
operating on a simulated system does not disturb the
timing of the target program. The temporal debugger
therefore allows non-intrusive and reproducible de-
bugging of real-time applications in general-purpose
operating systems.

We have implemented the temporal debugger by
modifying the GNU debugger to operate on appli-
cations running in a simulated machine. Debugger
implementation is diÆcult because the debugger ex-
pects application-related data, whereas the simulator
provides low-level data. We introduce a technique,
virtual machine translation, for mapping simulator
data to the debugger by parsing operating system
data structures in the simulated system.

The debugger environment allows execution time
measurement and collection of statistics from mul-
tiple levels of the system: hardware, operating sys-
tem, and application. We show how this pro�ling
data can help a programmer explain missed dead-
lines; the statistics are correlated to deadline viola-
tions, thereby exposing di�erences between execu-
tions when deadlines are met and when they are

missed.
The temporal debugger is demonstrated with a de-

bugging session of an MPEG video decoder running
in a Linux system. We show how the debugger can be
used to detect that the decoder fails to render some
frames in time, and how the causes for deadline vio-
lations are found by correlating rendering time with
runtime statistics.
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GDB, Linux, Operating Systems, Real-Time
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1 Introduction

Applications demanding short response times and
throughput guarantees are increasingly common in
general purpose computing environments. These so
called soft real-time applications include video de-
coders, games, and online trading systems. They
need to provide both high throughput performance
and service requests in predictable time. Unfortu-
nately, it is diÆcult to program applications to meet
these requirements. The diÆculty of the task is com-
pounded by the fact that there are few tools available
to aid the programmer.

Conventional tools in mainstream systems have no
support for analysing real-time requirements and gen-
erally ignore the fact that application correctness
depends on execution time. Tools speci�cally tar-
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geting soft real-time applications are needed in or-
der to help the programmer minimise the number of
missed deadlines occurring during execution. Such
tools should locate missed deadlines, explain why the
program did not meet performance expectations and
provide guidelines for correcting the problem. As
the perceived quality of soft real-time applications
depends on temporal correctness, they are sensitive
to time variations during execution. The tools must
therefore keep time distortion low and should be able
to display time ow in detail.

The debugger is one of the most important tools
for computer programming. Traditional debuggers,
however, are inadequate for real-time applications, as
they lack a notion of temporal correctness and inter-
fere with program execution. In embedded real-time
system design, these problems have been addressed
by simulator-based debuggers [2, 22]. Historically,
embedded systems have been so much slower than en-
gineering workstations that temporally accurate sim-
ulation has been feasible. Until recently, it has not
been practical to use simulators to study commodity
desktop and server computer systems, as the simula-
tors have been too slow.

Advances in simulation technology have resulted in
simulators providing an approximate, but reasonably
accurate timing model while executing roughly 50-
200 times slower than native execution [8, 11]. These
simulators, referred to as complete system simula-
tors, model an entire workstation at the instruction
set level, and run unmodi�ed operating systems and
workloads. A complete system simulator that is de-
terministic addresses the two major problems in real-
time analysis: lack of reproducibility and time distor-
tion resulting from intrusion. The characteristics of
complete system simulators make them excellent can-
didates for building a temporally correct debugger
for real-time systems. Furthermore, as the simula-
tors execute both application and operating system,
they provide an authentic model of performance and
timing factors caused by the operating system.

In this paper, we present a temporal debugger for
soft real-time applications. The debugger is based
on the GNU debugger [6], modi�ed to debug Linux
applications running on a complete system simula-
tor. As the target program and operating system

are executed in an arti�cial environment, they can
be suspended and probed without a�ecting the exe-
cution. Thus, the debugger allows non-intrusive and
reproducible application debugging. The debugger is
also able to present the time ow of the simulated sys-
tem using the simulator's time model. Figure 1 shows
the debugger user interface. The window in the back-
ground is the simulated console, showing output from
UltraSPARC Linux during boot.

Figure 1: Temporal debugger user interface.

We have earlier studied temporal debugging of op-
erating systems [1]. An operating system executes
directly on the physical machine, which corresponds
to the model provided by the simulator. It is there-
fore straightforward to debug operating systems by
using services provided by the simulator. Debugging
user level applications, however, is non-trivial. Unix
programs execute inside protected environments, pro-
vided by the operating system. These environments
are referred to as virtual machines. As a debugger ex-
pects information related to a process, it is necessary
to map physical data, as presented by the simulator,
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to process-related data. The information necessary
to perform this mapping in a robust manner exists
only in the operating system running in the simu-
lated machine. We have therefore invented a tech-
nique, virtual machine translation (VMT), for read-
ing memory and register contents of Linux processes
by parsing kernel data structures.

We also describe how the services of the tempo-
ral debugger can be used to pro�le real-time appli-
cations. The debugger facilitates the explanation of
deadline misses by providing measurements of system
metrics, for example counts of hardware and operat-
ing system events, application variables, and execu-
tion time of functions. This allows a programmer
to compare measurements and �nd di�erences in ex-
ecution between successful iterations and iterations
where a deadline was missed.

Section 2 provides some background on complete
system simulation and the bene�ts of using it for
real-time analysis. A description of the design and
implementation of the temporal debugger, including
the virtual machine translation, is presented in Sec-
tion 3. It also contains an example debugging ses-
sion of an MPEG video decoder running in a Linux
system. In Section 4, we describe how the debug-
ger allows measurement of system metrics and how
the results are used for pro�ling the video decoder.
Section 5 contains a short survey of related work in
real-time debugging and simulation. Conclusions and
future work are presented in Section 6.

2 Complete system simulation

Many design and research areas bene�t from simu-
lation of computer systems. Thus, the level of de-
tail provided by simulators range from models of mi-
croprocessor chip logic to coarse models of an exe-
cution environment including operating system and
libraries. The simulator used in this paper is a com-
plete system simulator. It provides a model of a ma-
chine at the instruction set level, which represents the
well-de�ned border between hardware and software.
It models all the hardware in a system, and only the
hardware. As the simulation model is functionally
identical to a real system, the simulator runs unmod-

i�ed operating system and application software. This
limits the sources of errors to those introduced by the
hardware model, and by models of simulation input
feed.

2.1 Simulation model

The model provided by a simulator can be thought of
as having two components, functional and temporal.
The simulator must provide an almost exact func-
tional model to be able to run unmodi�ed software.
In contrast, the accuracy of the temporal model can
be compromised without breaking the operating sys-
tem and applications. It is therefore possible to trade
accuracy for speed by using approximative models.
The appropriate degree of approximation depends on
the size of the workload and the time scale of its dead-
lines. For large workloads, a reasonably accurate time
model is usually suÆcient to obtain a coarse under-
standing of the timing behaviour in the system.

2.2 Reproducibility

A simulated computer is purely arti�cial and deter-
ministic. Thus, a simulated system starting execu-
tion in a known state will always execute along the
same path. This property is essential, both for exper-
iments and debugging, as it is possible to reproduce
a state reached in execution. A user of a temporal
debugger may detect that excessive time has passed
at one point in execution, and restart the simulation
to examine recently executed routines more carefully.
This technique is similar to the methodology used
for debugging logical correctness of conventional pro-
grams. As time is part of the state the user wishes
to verify, it is crucial that temporal behaviour is pre-
served between debugging sessions.

Execution is reproducible only if all input to the
simulator is deterministic. As the physical world
is inherently unpredictable, the simulator must not
communicate with real, unpredictable input sources.
Instead, all input sources must be modelled, with
traces, synthetic models, or other simulators. In or-
der to obtain a realistic input feed, the simulator may
be connected to the real world once, with record-
ing enabled. Further experiments can then use the
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recorded trace.

2.3 Probe immunity

In physical systems, measurement of the system gen-
erally a�ects its behaviour. This is referred to as
probe e�ect. Although measurements change time
ow in the system, soft real-time applications tend
to have deadlines separated by long intervals, and
are therefore not very sensitive to these changes. The
probe e�ect does, however, put a limit on the amount
of measurement. Nevertheless, a temporal debug-
ger requires non-intrusive probing to achieve repro-
ducible execution. Even a minimal change in execu-
tion time ow could a�ect decisions in the applica-
tions and the operating system, resulting in a com-
pletely di�erent execution path.

In a simulated system, the time scale of the sys-
tem under study is decoupled from the time scale of
the system running the simulator. When the user
stops execution, simulation is suspended, and simu-
lated time is frozen. Time distortion due to the probe
e�ect is thereby eliminated.

2.4 Simics

The simulator used for this work is Virtutech
Simics [21]. Simics simulates the SPARC V9 instruc-
tion set and models single or multiprocessor systems
corresponding to the sun4u architecture from Sun Mi-
crosystems, for example the Enterprise 3500.

Simics consists of a core interpreter that o�ers ba-
sic services such as an instruction set interpreter, a
general event model, and a module for simulating and
pro�ling memory activity. A programming interface
allows the addition of device models, which may be
connected to the \real world" or models thereof.

Simics supports a simple time model in its default
con�guration. This model approximates time by
de�ning a cycle as either an executed instruction or a
part of a memory or device stall. In this mode, Simics
has a rather simple view of the timing of a modern
system, and assumes a linear penalty for events such
as translation look-aside bu�er (TLB) misses, data
cache misses, and instruction cache misses. Simics
supports eÆcient programming of models for the

components most important for performance mod-
elling: cache hierarchies, synchronisation in multi-
processor machines, and I/O devices.

Simics's programming interface allows the user to
add more detailed timing models. If an application is
constrained by a particular bottleneck in the system,
the user can program a detailed model of that part
and trade some simulation performance for a better
model. The performance impact can be signi�cant if
the user adds an ineÆcient timing model for a central
component, such as the CPU pipeline. In this case,
performance can be improved by switching models at
runtime. Examples of simulation model tradeo�s and
dynamic switching of models have been presented by
Herrod [8].

3 Debugging real-time applica-

tions

A debugger allows a programmer to inspect program
state. In order for the debugger to be useful, it
must not a�ect correctness by changing program be-
haviour. Also, as debugging is a repetitive task, the
user must be able to repeat sessions, and observe
identical execution each time. For programs whose
correctness depend only on predictable input, meet-
ing these requirements is straightforward. A debug-
ger for real-time programs, however, must be able to
capture and replay program time ow without chang-
ing it. In this section we describe how a debugger
based on complete system simulation allows correct
debugging of real-time applications.

3.1 Simulation-based debugging

A complete debugger setup consists of the debugger
program and a target machine running the debugged
program. Figure 2 shows the di�erent parts of a de-
bugger setup. We refer to the debugger program itself
as front-end and to the target machine/program tu-
ple as back-end. Examples of such tuples are: Unix
programs running in the virtual machine provided by
the operating system, or an embedded operating sys-
tem on a separate target board.
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command line interface

symbols
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machine

front-end
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Figure 2: Debugger structure.

A debugger requires a certain set of primitives for
probing and controlling the target machine. Such
primitives include reading memory, reading registers,
single stepping, and setting breakpoints. Adapting a
simulator to the primitives required by a speci�c de-
bugger enables symbolic debugging of the simulator
workload.

In addition to primitives required by a debugger
front-end, the simulator provides services not nor-
mally available in a debugger. The service most rel-
evant for real-time analysis is the ability to present
current time with cycle count granularity. It enables
the user to step through a portion of code, checking
for both functional and temporal errors.

3.2 User process debugging

In time sharing operating systems, such as Linux,
each program runs in a protected environment, with
private registers, memory, and operating system re-
sources. This is referred to as a virtual machine. In
order for a debugger to debug a program, it needs to
control execution and probe state of the correspond-
ing virtual machine. A traditional debugger does not
implement this controlling mechanism. Instead, it
uses an interface provided by the operating system,
illustrated in Figure 3. The operating system per-
forms necessary administrative tasks, such as virtual
memory translation and virtual register lookups. It
thereby exports an image of a consistent virtual ma-
chine to the debugger.

program

process control interface

debugger

operating system

Figure 3: Traditional debugger.

As a simulation-based debugger runs in a di�erent
operating system than the target process, it cannot
use operating system services to probe the target,
and is restricted to simulator services. The simula-
tor provides primitives for probing hardware state,
such as register, memory, and disk contents. This
information is useful for probing the operating sys-
tem itself, which is the program running directly on
the hardware. Without post-processing, however, the
information is not useful for analysing user space pro-
cesses.

In order to support debugging of processes in the
simulated system, we introduce an intermediate �lter
between the debugger and the simulator, the virtual
machine translator (VMT). The VMT answers a de-
bugger's queries for virtual machine state. Queries
for memory content refer to virtual addresses, and
must be translated to physical addresses. The VMT
performs this translation, which is normally provided
by the operating system. It starts by looking up the
head of the process list, which is a global variable
whose address is found in the kernel symbol table.
It �nds the appropriate process entry by following
pointers referring to data structures in the simulated
memory. It proceeds in the same way in the process's
page table until the mapping for the virtual address
is found. If the page resides in physical memory, the
VMT queries the simulator for the contents and re-
sponds to the debugger. If the sought page is paged
out to disk, the VMT needs to walk the kernel data
structures further to �nd which disk block it was writ-
ten to and query the simulator for disk contents.

The debuggers are separate programs, communi-
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Figure 4: Simulation-based debugger. Arrows represent

directions of data queries.

cating with the VMT via a proxy, a debugger bro-
ker, which supports concurrent debugging of multiple
processes in the simulated system. The broker keeps
state for each debugger connected and maps debug-
ger queries to the corresponding virtual machine. It
controls simulator execution, stepping forward only
when all connected debuggers are ready to execute.
The setup is shown in Figure 4. The debugger bro-
ker also makes sure all debugger breakpoints refer to
physical memory. It maintains a list of breakpoints
in use and inserts (removes) simulation breakpoints
when code pages are mapped (unmapped) to physical
memory.

3.3 Virtual machine translator imple-

mentation

Writing code for parsing data structures of a simu-
lated system is a tedious and error-prone process. In
order to simplify and automate the task, a few engi-
neering tricks have been employed.

The symbol table for the operating system kernel
contains information on the size and memory layout
of all types de�ned in the kernel source code. We
have implemented a meta-tool that uses a symbolic
debugger to parse a symbol table, and then gener-
ates a C++ class for each type found in the table.
The code generated includes routines for construct-
ing objects by probing simulated memory. This code
generator provides a programming environment with
strong typing, enabling compile time checking for
simple mistakes. It also facilitates performance op-
timisations, for example cached variable lookups or
lazy memory probing. Moreover, the Linux kernel is
written in C, which is a subset of C++. Therefore,

de�nitions from the kernel source code can be reused
with little or no modi�cation. The dependencies be-
tween VMT modules are illustrated in Figure 5.

Linux kernel

Simics

kernel probe

kernel symbols

probe
generator

Linux kernel
data parser

Virtual machine translator

Figure 5: Implementation of the virtual machine trans-

lator. Solid arrows represent data queries.

The dashed arrow represents code generation.

The Linux-speci�c module for parsing kernel struc-
tures uses the generated code whenever it needs to
probe kernel memory. It is therefore independent of
the exact code layout, and needs to query the sim-
ulator directly only occasionally. This independence
provides some portability and robustness when port-
ing to new architectures or kernel versions.

3.4 Real-time debugging example

As a demonstration of debugging soft real-time appli-
cations, we present examples from a debugging ses-
sion of the MPEG video decoder mpeg play [13]. The
decoder displays a video clip with a frame rate of 30
frames per second. In this example, Simics is used to
model an UltraSPARC workstation. The simulated
machine boots from a disk image containing an instal-
lation of UltraPenguin Linux 1.1. The system is con-
�gured to run the MPEG decoder at boot. The sys-
tem also runs standard Unix daemons and, in order
to make the workload more complex, a CPU-bound
background task with low priority. The startup se-
quence is shown in Figure 1.

We have executed simulation forward until the
video decoder is started, and attached GDB to the
mpeg play process. In order to present simulated
time ow, the modi�ed GDB provides a magic vari-
able, sim time. Whenever the variable is referenced,
GDB queries the simulator for the number of cycles
executed since boot. As the variable is integrated into
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GDB, it can be used as any other program variable,
for example in GDB scripting or conditional break-
points. Other types of simulator information, such
as hardware or operating system statistics, can be
presented in a similar fashion.

Listing 1 shows how we set a breakpoint at the
routine ExecuteDisplay, which is called at the end
of the rendering loop. We use the sim time variable
to check whether the deadline was met for each frame.
The machine runs at 225 simulated megahertz, and
must therefore render a frame in less than 7.5 million
cycles to meet the deadline. A short GDB command
sequence locates the �rst missed deadline for us.

Listing 1 Example of locating a missed deadline.

(gdb-sim) break ExecuteDisplay
Breakpoint 1 at 0x200cc: file gdith.c, line 942.
(gdb-sim) continue
Continuing.

Breakpoint 1, ExecuteDisplay (vid_stream=0x11a160,
frame_increment=1, xinfo=0x116654) at gdith.c:942

942 if (xinfo!=NULL) display=xinfo->display;
(gdb-sim) display $sim_time
$1 = 979949561
(gdb-sim) set $start = $sim_time
(gdb-sim) commands 1
Type commands for when breakpoint 1 is hit, one per line.
End with a line saying just "end".
>silent
>printf "Frame completed at %d, in %d cycles\n", $sim_time,

$sim_time - $start
>if $sim_time - $start > 7500000
>printf "Deadline missed\n"
>else
>set $start = $sim_time
>continue
>end

>end
(gdb-sim) continue
Continuing.
Frame completed at 980856912, in 907351 cycles
Frame completed at 981744876, in 887964 cycles
Frame completed at 989462277, in 7717401 cycles
Deadline missed
(gdb-sim)

When a missed deadline is found, the user can
restart the session and investigate the unsatisfactory
behaviour in detail. As the simulated machine is de-
terministic, an identical execution will be observed.

4 Pro�ling real-time applica-

tions

A pro�ling tool assists a programmer in deciding
where in a program to make optimisations. The most
common type of pro�ling tool is the performance pro-
�ler. It measures execution time spent in di�erent
code sections, and shows the programmer where the
majority of execution time is spent. This gives the
programmer a hint on where to concentrate his e�orts
to improve program performance. Certain advanced
pro�lers also collect statistics on how well hardware
or operating systems resources are used. Such statis-
tics may explain why a program fails to meet perfor-
mance expectations, and are used to suggest to the
programmer how to modify the program.

When optimising soft real-time applications, the
programmer aims to minimise the number of missed
deadlines. Traditional pro�ling tools are inadequate
for this purpose, as they present total time spent in
a code block, measured over the whole execution. In-
stead, a real-time pro�ler should present di�erences
in execution times between iterations when the dead-
line was missed and iterations when the deadline was
met. This presentation gives the programmer a hint
as to which routines he should modify to eliminate
deadline misses.

4.1 Source code pro�ling example

In order to explain why the video decoder missed
some deadlines in the example in Section 3.4, we will
measure and compare time spent in a subroutine.
By running mpeg play in a conventional performance
pro�ler, we observe that most of the execution time
is spent in the function OrderedDitherImage. We
set breakpoints at the start and end of this function
and measure execution time for each iteration with
a simple script (similar to that in Listing 1). The
results are shown in Figure 6. The axes correspond
to execution time spent in OrderedDitherImage and
rendering time for the whole frame. Surprisingly,
OrderedDitherImage executes in constant time |
except for a few odd values, caused by interrupts and
page faults | and there is no correlation between a
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deadline miss and execution time spent in this func-
tion.
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Figure 6: Correlation to OrderedDitherImage execution

time.

We could continue searching for causes of missed
deadlines by measuring execution time spent in other
functions, hoping they would show better correlation.
Instead, we will present how to perform instrumented
pro�ling by correlating deadline violations with other
metrics.

4.2 Instrumented pro�ling

Execution time for a code section may di�er between
iterations, even though the program executes along
identical paths. In a general purpose operating sys-
tem, the stochastic behaviour of the memory hier-
archy, I/O devices, and competing processes a�ects
execution time in unpredictable ways.

Variations in execution time between iterations
may be explained by counting system events, and
comparing event statistics for each iteration with exe-
cution time. We collect statistics from di�erent levels
in the system using di�erent methods.

� Hardware level. The simulator counts perfor-
mance related hardware events occurring in the
simulated machine. Events counted include
cache misses, TLB misses, and I/O transactions.

� Operating system level. The virtual machine

translator is able to collect three types of statis-
tics.

{ Event count. Some operating system
events, such as page faults and context
switches, have great impact on perfor-
mance. These are counted by inserting a
breakpoint in a corresponding kernel rou-
tine, for example the scheduler. When-
ever the breakpoint is triggered, the event
counter is incremented.

{ Kernel variable values. Kernel variables
may be sampled by reading simulated mem-
ory, and the addresses are found in the ker-
nel symbol table. The process id of the cur-
rent task is an example of a useful kernel
variable.

{ Computed kernel variables. Variable values
that are not available immediately in mem-
ory are calculated using a speci�c routine
for each variable. A traditional debugger
would execute code in the target machine to
perform such computations. This method
is unacceptable for a simulation-based de-
bugger, as it would modify the simulation
and make it non-deterministic. Instead, the
user must implement a lookup routine for
each computed variable. The length of the
run queue is an example of a computed ker-
nel variable.

� Application level. The user may choose to in-
clude statistics from application events and vari-
ables in the same way as for the operating sys-
tem. Routines for collecting application statis-
tics are best implemented on top of the debug-
ger interface, as the debugger services are nec-
essary. The code generation techniques used for
implementing the virtual machine translator (de-
scribed in Section 3.3) are applicable also for pro-
gramming application level probing.

The ability to collect execution statistics from mul-
tiple levels in a computer system is very useful. It
allows eÆcient problem solving without requiring
knowledge about the nature of the problem. Most
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performance tools collect data from a single level, and
therefore require that the programmer knows which
tool to use and where to look.

4.3 Instrumented pro�ling example

We can now proceed to try to explain the missed
deadlines in the MPEG video decoder by correlating
statistics from the application and operating system
level.

Listing 2 Reading application variables.

(gdb-sim) list video.h:100
97 /* Macros for picture code type. */
98
99 #define I_TYPE 1
100 #define P_TYPE 2
101 #define B_TYPE 3
(gdb-sim) break ExecuteDisplay
Breakpoint 1 at 0x200cc: file gdith.c, line 942.

(gdb-sim) set $start = $sim_time
(gdb-sim) commands 1
Type commands for when breakpoint 1 is hit, one per line.
End with a line saying just "end".
>silent
>printf "Frame number %d", TotalFrameCount
>printf ", type %d", vid_stream->picture.code_type
>printf ", %d cycles\n", $sim_time - $start
>set $start = $sim_time
>continue
>end
(gdb-sim) continue
Continuing.
Frame number 9, type 1, 7933769 cycles
Frame number 10, type 3, 7179460 cycles
Frame number 11, type 3, 6730860 cycles
Frame number 12, type 2, 7364510 cycles
Frame number 13, type 3, 6062254 cycles
Frame number 14, type 3, 6742310 cycles
Frame number 15, type 1, 7897064 cycles

An MPEG stream contains a compressed represen-
tation of video frames. For some frames, the whole
frame is encoded as a JPEG picture. These are re-
ferred to as I frames. Other frames are represented
only by the di�erence to past or future frames (P
and B frames). The decoder handles each frame type
in a di�erent way. Thus, decoding time is probably
dependent on the frame type. In order to �nd out
whether most deadline violations occur for a particu-
lar frame type, we instruct the debugger to break at
each iteration and print the variable containing the
frame type code. The debugger commands are shown
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Figure 7: Correlation to MPEG frame type.

in Listing 2.

The results, shown in Figure 7, indicate that most
deadline violations occur while decoding I and P
frames. This implies that the programmer of mpeg -

play should concentrate optimisation e�orts on the
code executed during I and P frame decoding. Op-
timising code performance is often diÆcult, however,
and the programmer may want to tune other system
parameters to improve application quality. Figure 7
shows that rendering time varies, even for frames
of the same type. We suspect that this variance is
caused by the background load. In order to mea-
sure the amount of CPU resources consumed by the
competing program, we instruct the simulator to in-
sert a breakpoint at the point where Linux returns
from kernel to user space, and inform us whenever a
new process is scheduled. This procedure is shown in
Listing 3. A comparison of rendering time and time
spent in other processes is shown in Figure 8, indi-
cating a clear correlation. Therefore, limiting CPU
usage of other processes, for example by using a real-
time scheduling policy, may improve application per-
formance in the scenario presented. The correlation
may also be a side-e�ect, if the application spends a
large amount of time waiting for I/O. By measuring
time spent on blocking system calls, the programmer
can �nd out whether the application misses deadlines
because of I/O wait. He can continue validating his
theories this way, through further measurements and
correlations, until he has obtained suÆcient under-
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standing of the causes of deadline violations.

Listing 3 Measuring context switches.

(gdb-sim) break ExecuteDisplay
Breakpoint 1 at 0x200cc: file gdith.c, line 942.
(gdb-sim) set sim os-context-switches on
(gdb-sim) continue
Continuing.
Context switch from 105 to 106 at 981749467.
Context switch from 106 to 105 at 987309788.

Breakpoint 1, ExecuteDisplay (vid_stream=0x11a160,
frame_increment=1, xinfo=0x116654) at gdith.c:942

q942 if (xinfo!=NULL) display=xinfo->display;
(gdb-sim)
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5 Related work

In many existing real-time operating systems and en-
vironments, only conventional, non-real-time debug-
ging tools are available. These systems may only
be used for validating and debugging functional, not
temporal, correctness. There are however vendors
providing support for alternative debugging methods.
Some of these methods are discussed below.

Developers of programs for small embedded sys-
tems commonly use an emulator (tool for execut-
ing programs in foreign environments) as debugging
back-end. Emulators generally focus on the func-
tional model and do not provide a time model, which

is necessary to avoid intrusion and to reproduce ses-
sions. Some vendors, for example Motorola [2] and
Wind River [22], provide simulators with models of
caches and CPU pipeline, resulting in good execution
time modelling. The tools generally available are ei-
ther too incomplete to run general-purpose operating
systems or too slow to run desktop applications.

Support for non-interactive debugging of real-time
programs may be provided by logging execution to a
trace, which is sent over a network to a separate sys-
tem. The trace may be generated by dedicated hard-
ware [7, 16, 20] or additional program code [4, 15].
Both approaches are inconvenient, and the amount
of monitoring is limited. Furthermore, data explo-
ration is limited to the data subset collected.

The R2D2 debugger [17] is based on monitoring
of software generated traces. It has been extended
with a low priority task in the target system to an-
swer queries from the debugger in case the system is
idle. This provides some support for interactive de-
bugging. Sessions cannot be authentically repeated,
however, and the target system may be unable to
provide information when it is under stress.

Mueller and Whalley [14] propose debugging of
real-time applications using execution time predic-
tion. The application is executed in a conventional
debugger, supported by a cache simulator. Time
elapsed is predicted by the simulator and reported
during debugging. This prediction does not take op-
erating system e�ects into account and works best for
small programs.

The work in this paper is made possible by many
di�erent advances in simulator implementation tech-
nology [3, 5, 8, 9, 10, 19]. A few simulator research
groups have managed to model a complete hard-
ware system with suÆcient detail and eÆciency to
run commodity operating systems with large work-
loads [5, 11]. The SimOS project [8] has made similar
achievements, although the simulator presented does
not model a complete binary interface and requires
operating system modi�cations. Due to the accurate
timing model provided, complete system simulators
have proven to be e�ective tools for performance pro-
�ling [8, 12, 18].
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6 Conclusions

The primary contribution of this paper is the tem-
poral debugger, an important tool for development
of soft real-time applications. The temporal debug-
ger implementation is based on the GNU debugger,
modi�ed to connect to a simulator modelling a com-
plete workstation. The simulator runs unmodi�ed
operating system and application software and allows
reproducible analysis of system time ow.

The major diÆculty in debugger implementa-
tion is the mapping of low-level simulation data to
application-related data useful to the debugger. We
address this problem using a new technique, virtual
machine translation, which operates by traversing
data structures in the operating system kernel. This
technique has been implemented for UltraSPARC
Linux systems.

We demonstrate how the temporal debugger can be
used to detect missed deadlines in an MPEG video
decoder, running in Linux. We also show how the
debugger makes application and operating system
internals visible during simulation, enabling collec-
tion of runtime statistics from di�erent system lev-
els. The statistics are correlated to deadline misses
in the video decoder, thereby explaining the causes
of deadline violations.

Currently, the temporal debugger environment
supports manual examination, or simple automated
operations using GDB scripts. A programmer would
bene�t more from an automated pro�ler, visualising
correlations between missed deadlines and many dif-
ferent types of statistics, for example cache misses,
function call arguments, page faults, and branch de-
cisions. As the debugger environment allows non-
intrusive probing, an automated tool can measure
large amounts of data eagerly, without compromis-
ing accuracy.
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